
Monday 6th July 
LO: To order numbers up to 100.

Do NowSomething we learnt 

previously:

Something we learnt 

last unit:

Something we are 

learning now:

Fill in the blanks

A cube has ___ faces.

A cuboid has ___ faces.

A cone has ___ faces. 

Circle the number with the 

least value in each pair. 

a. 62        45 

b. 23        32

c. 14        13 

Order the numbers from 

least to greatest. 

32, 12, 24, 29, 64, 11, 21

Here is the video link to help you if you can access it . 

https://vimeo.com/432401517

https://vimeo.com/432401517


I do: Finding numbers on a hundred 
square. 

Here is a hundred square. I am going to use it to find numbers.

. 

I can see all the 

numbers that I need to 

find are represented in 

a range of ways. Some 

are represented by their 

digits, some are pictorial 

representations and 

some are written in 

words. 



You do: Finding numbers on a hundred 
square. 

Here is a hundred square. I want you to use it to find numbers.

. 

Can you find:

Twelve  

34

Ninety-nine 



I do: Can you order the numbers from 
smallest to greatest?

I started by looking at 

my numbers from my 

previous task on the 

hundred square. 

I know the hundred 

squares goes in order 

from the smallest 

number-1 to the 

greatest

number-100. So I used 

this knowledge to 

order my 5 numbers 

from smallest to 

greatest. Here they 

are:



You do: Can you order the same numbers 
from the greatest to the smallest?



I do: Circle the numbers  

I started off by looking at the first digit in each number. I then knew straight 

away whether I had to then look at the second digit. 

E.g. in 34 I knew 30 didn’t come between 60 and 85 as it was less than 60.

In 89 I looked at the first digit and could see it was in the eighties, but when I 

looked at the second digit 9 I knew 9 was greater than 5 therefore 89 was 

not as answer. 

Can you circle all the numbers between 60 and 85?

34   71   63   89   59   82   54



You do: Circle the numbers  

Can you circle all the numbers between 50 and 70?

44   71   63   79   59   12   54



Plenary: Am I right? 

Miss Wright says “I have ordered these four 
digit cards from the smallest to the greatest.”

With your adult discuss: 

Is Miss Wright correct?

Why or why not?

Can you order them from smallest to greatest? 


